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Here at Skin and Body we use clinically

proven, safe and effective long-term

removal of unwanted hair. 

between 6-10 sessions, spaced 4 weeks

apart is recommended to permanently

reduce/remove body hair. 

Our lasers can treat all hair and skin types!

 
 

LASER HAIR REMOVALLASER HAIR REMOVALLASER HAIR REMOVAL

DITCH THE RAZOR, SAY YES TO LASER!DITCH THE RAZOR, SAY YES TO LASER!DITCH THE RAZOR, SAY YES TO LASER!



TATTOO REMOVALTATTOO REMOVALTATTOO REMOVAL

Laser tattoo removal works by firing

laser light into the tattoo which

breaks the ink into tiny pieces,

these little pieces are easy for the

body to absorb. This allows the ink

to be removed from the body itself.

Laser tattoo removal avoids

damaging the skin while removing

the tattoo, unlike other tattoo

removal methods.



PRPPRPPRP



EVER WONDERED HOW PRPEVER WONDERED HOW PRPEVER WONDERED HOW PRP
TREATMENTS WORK?TREATMENTS WORK?TREATMENTS WORK?

PRP is created using your own blood! We take your blood and put it

into our centrifuge machine, this spins the blood at high speed and

separates the red blood cells and the plasma. 

 

Plasma contains proteins that support cell growth and collagen

stimulation. Collagen is the main structural protein found in skin, it

gives our skin strength and elasticity, reducing fine lines and wrinkles

and giving it a more youthful appearance.

 

PRP can be used in many places such as the scalp to stimulate hair

growth and we also offer the vampire facial, which became hugely

popular after social media star Kim Kardashian posted a selfie after

having the treatment herself



This procedure is your next best thing to an actual

face lift. Though not possible to get the exact same

benefits from a surgical face lift, this treatment

gets as close as possible without a knife in sight.
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MEDICAL GRADEMEDICAL GRADEMEDICAL GRADE
SKIN CARESKIN CARESKIN CARE

Chemical peels improve skin

texture and firmness,

decreasing fine lines and

wrinkles. Peels also even out

skin tone, improve acne-

prone skin and reduce pore

size appearance.



 

At Skin & Body we can offer Medical

Grade skin care brand AlumierMD, we

offer professional treatments and

home care products. 

 

Beautiful skin doesn’t happen

overnight. A single chemical peel can

provide the immediate effect of bright

and radiant skin. However, more

significant results in treating textural

issues, fine lines and inflamed acne

take time.



ANTI WRINKLEANTI WRINKLEANTI WRINKLE
INJECTIONSINJECTIONSINJECTIONS

a reduction of the visible effects of ageing

feeling as though you look younger, or closer to

your actual age

an overall improved appearance

greater self-esteem and self-confidence

As we get older, our faces show the effects of time.

Whether it is from simply laughing and frowning, or

smoking and sun damage, our faces are prone to

fine lines and wrinkles. Anti-wrinkle treatments aim

to smooth out these facial wrinkles, helping to turn

back the clock a few years.

They are popular choice for those who want to

reduce the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles. 

The benefits some of our patients have said they

experience are:

BEFOREBEFOREBEFORE AFTERAFTERAFTER



CRYSTAL FAT FREEZECRYSTAL FAT FREEZECRYSTAL FAT FREEZE

Cryo Lipo known as Fat Freeze is a non-invasive treatment

used to reduce unwanted fat by using near sub zero

temperatures to kill the fat cells without damaging the

surrounding tissues and nerves.

When fat cells are subjected to being cooled below body

temperature the freezing causes the fat cells to die

followed by a local inflammatory response. When fat cells

are exposed to extreme cold conditions, the body’s usual

response is to restrict circulation to keep the core of the

body at the correct temperature. Cryo Lipo makes use of a

powerful vacuum which adds to the inflammatory response

by drawing blood up to the surface layers of the skin killing

the cells.


